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	An entertaining illumination of the stupid beliefs that make us feel wise, based on the popular blog of the same name. 

	

	Whether you’re deciding which smartphone to purchase or which politician to believe, you think you are a rational being whose every decision is based on cool, detached logic. But here’s the truth: You are not so smart. You’re just as deluded as the rest of us—but that’s okay, because being deluded is part of being human.

	

	Growing out of David McRaney’s popular blog, You Are Not So Smart reveals that every decision we make, every thought we contemplate, and every emotion we feel comes with a story we tell ourselves to explain them. But often these stories aren’t true. Each short chapter—covering topics such as Learned Helplessness, Selling Out, and the Illusion of Transparency—is like a psychology course with all the boring parts taken out.

	

	Bringing together popular science and psychology with humor and wit, You Are Not So Smart is a celebration of our irrational, thoroughly human behavior.
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BlackBerry Java Application Development: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	The book teaches how to write rich, interactive, and smart BlackBerry applications in Java. It expects the readers to know Java but not Java Mobile or the BlackBerry APIs. This book will cover UI programming, data storage, programming network, and Internet API apps. As we move on, you will learn more about the BlackBerry’s device...
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The Product Manager's Toolkit: Methodologies, Processes and Tasks in High-Tech Product ManagementSpringer, 2010

	Product management is challenging, complex, and often misunderstood. Across the high-tech industry, drastically different duties and responsibilities are attributed to product management professionals. Diverse interpretations regarding the role of product management have only further confused practitioners and stifled the ability to...
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MAC OS X UNIX Toolbox: 1000+ Commands for the Mac OS XJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Explore a ton of powerful Mac OS X UNIX commands


	This handy, compact guide teaches you to use Mac OS X UNIX systems as the experts do: from the command line. Try out more than 1,000 commands to find and get software, monitor system health and security, and access network resources. Apply the skills you learn from this book to...
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Probability For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2006
Packed with practical tips and techniques for solving probability problems
   

   Increase your chances of acing that probability exam — or winning at the casino!   

   Whether you're hitting the books for a probability or statistics course or hitting the tables at a casino, working out...
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R Quick Syntax ReferenceApress, 2014

	The R Quick Syntax Reference is a handy reference book detailing the intricacies of the R language. Not only is R a free, open-source tool, R is powerful, flexible, and has state of the art statistical techniques available. With the many details which must be correct when using any language, however, the R Quick Syntax Reference...
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VFX Fundamentals: Visual Special Effects Using Fusion 8.0Apress, 2016

	
		Learn concepts central to visual special effects using the free Black Magic Design Fusion 8.0 software package. This book also provides foundational background information regarding concepts central to digital image compositing, digital video editing, digital illustration, digital painting, 3D, and digital audio in the first six...
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